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INSIDE:
LORAN LOCATOR- Stan Sides
CARLSBAD LINT CLEAN-UP- Pat Jablonski
BACHLI DESCENDER REVISITED - Rick Olson
SUUNTO MODIFICATION- Richard Zopf
MC PLACE NAMES - Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
CA VEOLOGY - All you wanted to know about
spelcogenesis and less.

PLUS all the latest on THE GUADALUPES,
CALIFORNIA, MISSOURI, and MAMMOTH
CAVE.

Saifs Gnfrance
~ 18,/~!JO

The innocent looking entrance to Salts Cave has caused its share of
problems for CRF crews recently .. One_ party dropped the lock into an
inaccessible hole; subsequent parlles frulcd to persuade the replacement
Jock to operate. Moreover, the drain holes in the gate became blocked
up, giving those who did manage to_get in an unwanted showerbath. The
illustration, by N Roberta Burnes, 1a a by-product of one of lhe delays.
The problems arc now under control. See Mammoth Cave tnp reports,
pp 6-9.
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CRF NEWSLETTER Volume 18, No.2
Established 1973
Editors, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
Route 1, Box 110A
Annapolis, MO 63620
Production Manager, Richard Zopf
Quarterly: Feb., May, Aug., Nov.
Subscriptions $5.00 per year. Free to JVs.
Deadline: One month before the first of the issue
month .
The CRF NEWSLETIER is a publication of the
Cave Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of
Kentucky for the purpose of furthering research,
conservation, and education about caves and karst.
For information about the CRF, write to: Ron
Bridgeman, CRF President, 4074 W Redwing
Street, Tucson, AZ 85741.

BULLETIN BOARD
ADDRESS CORRECTIONS: Moved? Missing
some copies? (The Newsletter is not forwarded). Send
address corrections to Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia Avenue,
Yellow Springs, OH 45387, with $1.25 for each back
issue requested.
MC PERSONNEL OFFICER; LOG KEEPER:
Richard Zopf has taken on the position of Personnel
Officer for the eastern region. Applications for JV
status should be sent to Richard (address above). Phil
DiBlasi, who performed this task for the past four or
five years, is the new log keeper for Mammoth Cave,
responsible for writing and filing trip reports.
CRF LOGO CONTEST: The logo contest has had
only three submissions. Without more submissions it
will be very difficult to choose a symbol which will be
identified with CRF. Please jot your ideas down and
send them to Fritzi Hardy, 553 Mission Avenue NE,
Albuquerque, NM 87107-4905. A quick sketch, no
matter how rough, will convey your ideas.
THUNDERING TURTLES NEED YOU! The
Lechuguilla Precision Survey Project needs your help.
The LPSP is a project created by Robbie Babb and Jim
Hardy for the purpose of doing a theodolite survey of
Lechuguilla Cave. CRF and the Lechuguilla Cave
Project are supporting their efforts. Fritzi Hardy is
expedition leader, cook, and support staff.
Trips begin on Saturday with a gathering of the troops.
Sunday is for training with the methods and instruments, and for transporting equipment into the cave.
Monday through Friday are spent surveying, with
Saturday as a finish up day and to pull whatever equipment needs to be removed from the cave. Sunday is
clean the cabins and be gone.

People are welcome for shorter periods if that is necessary. Theodolite training is available in Albuquerque
almost every Saturday or by arrangement with Jim
Hardy. Vertical training may also be scheduled. One
does not need to be a super-strong caver at this point.
Vertical gear is required, as well as the training to use it.
The main absolutes are patience and an interest in the
project Trips farther into Lechuguilla will be available
during each expedition for those interested and able.
Call Jim or Fritzi Hardy at 505-345-1709. For the
expedition schedule, see back page.
NEWSLETTER DONATIONS: Send your tax
deductible contributions to Roger McClure, 4700
Amberwood Drive, Dayton, OH 45424. Make checks
payable to Cave Research Foundation, and indicate that
your donation is for the Newsletter .

Notes from Here and There
The February, 1990 National Geographic features
CRF JV M. Ford Cochran's article "Chestnuts-Making a Comeback?" A tale of subterranean intrigue,
"Notes From Underground" is told by JV Peter Gray
in the December, 1989 Washington Monthly. The
article is based on Peter's coal mining days.
On March 3, Kay and Stan Sides visited two of
CRF's best-known international friends, Claude
Chabert and Nicky Boullier, in Paris, France. Stan
and Kay were shown the town in spectacular fashion ,
and Nicky prepared a memorable meal. Claude even
took them to an artificial cave in the Pare des Buttes
Chaumont - a quarry with walkways and a stream
plunging 20 meters down an open skylight
The English edition of Atlas of the Great Caves of
the World, by Paul Courbon, Claude Chabert,
Peter Bosted, and Karen Lindsley, is selling
well. Orders filled and pending as of February 25
amount to 430 copies. A second edition is under
consideration. The book, 370 pages, paperbound, can
be obtained for $21.25 ppd. from Cave Books, 5222
Eastland Drive, New Carlisle, OH 45344.

Karstic Solution
Annotated answers to the February crossword puzzle:
Across: 1. TROGWPHILE [Rig pothole with beginning of
Line- anagram]; 5. [Scotclunan's] TRAP; 6. SULFUR
[Consul furthers inclusion]; 7. EXAMS [ex+ end of survey
teams]; 9. KARST [(Josef) K. +star anagram]; 13, 14.
CLIMBS DOWN [c +limbs+ down]; 15.
ANASTOMOSES [homophone (a poor one!)]
Down: 1. (Merlin M.) TUTTLE [Turtle- end of ear+ t]; 2.
GYPSUM [homophone]; 3. PRUSIK [Up! Risk- anagram];
4. LOUT [Involved in call-out]; 8. STAB AT [ top of
stalagmite+ bat]; 10. A RADIO [a+ Ra + Dio(s) (lousy
clue!)] ; 11. TRUNKS [double meaning]; 12. PLAN
[somewhat explanatory] .
Congratulations to Laurence McCarty, Louisville Ky, for
persevering through several questionable clues to prove that
the solution was not impossible.
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Back Bunkhouse on Flint Ridge Destroyed

LORAN-C NAVIGATION

The Back Bunkhouse on Flint Ridge has been
destroyed by a fallen tree. The damage to the unoccupied building was noticed by a party travelling to the
Austin Entrance on March 18. The roof over the rear
half of the structure was caved in, resulting in extensive
water damage.
The destruction had been discovered sometime
earlier (the electric meter was missing and the downed
power lines had been properly capped), but CRF was
not informed of the accident. Operations Manager Mel
Park stated, "I don'-t know if the Park Service has a legal
obligation to look out for our property or keep us informed of damage to our operational base, but we are
putting a clause covering this type of situation into the
Local Operating Agreement that we are currently negotiating with the park." CRF had a special use permit on
the building, which was used to accommodate overflow
from the Collins House. A few mattresses and a heater
were salvaged and moved to the Ticket Office.

Stan Sides
For years, LOng RAnge Navigation has been used
by aircraft and ships for electronic navigation using a
variety of radio frequencies. LORAN-C receivers
interpret timing pulses from high power 100,000 kHz
transmitters spread throughout the United States to
compute latitude and longitude. Units have been
available for small boats and airplanes for some time.
Advances in computerization of these devices have led to
the recent introduction of battery operated hand-held
receivers that achieve resolutions of up to 0.01 minutes
of latitude and longitude, or approximately 60 by 60
feet

Cave Management Plan at Sequoia/
Kings Canyon
A draft cave management plan is expected soon
from Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks. The
plan, authored by park ranger Bruce Edmonston, will be
made available for public comment. Meanwhile, the
superintendent has ordered Hurricane Cave, a relatively
new, pristine, and very significant discovery within
Sequoia National Park, closed to caving pending
decisions on how the cave is to be managed. Public
comment will be solicited on this issue.

Carlsbad Cavern Receives Funding
for Security Devices
Carlsbad Caverns National Park recently received
special funding to install infrared security devices along
portions of the visitor trail. The inconspicuous devices
operate by detecting a continuous infrared beam. If a
tourist interrupts a beam by stepping off the trail, an
alarm sounds. The park has been experimenting with
the devices for some time, and they have proven
effective. The detectors are viewed as a supplement to,
not a replacement for, protection provided by park
rangers.
Source: Bob Crisman, Carlsbad Caverns National Park.

Hart County Landfill Dumped
The proposed Hart County, Kentucky landfill (see
November, 1989 Newsletter, p.15) was tossed out last
October by the Kentucky Division of Land Management. The Division of Solid Waste denied a permit
requested by Green River Environmental for a 140 acre
landftll, citing possible contamination of groundwater
and a threat to the water supply of 40,000 people. This
still leaves the residents of Hart County with the
problem of deciding on a course of action when the
present landfill is full in less than two years.

CRF JV's Frank Reid and Dave Hoffman have
advocated the use of these instruments for several years.
MICROLOGIC, Inc., recently released their Sport Nav
Voyager LORAN-C Navigator. This stores 100
"waypoints"of latitude and longitude, monitors battery
usage, automatically selects the best transmitter group
for accurate fixes, and navigates among waypoints.
The Voyager was tested at Mammoth Cave during
the March expedition. Experiments there and in
Misso.uri have yielded these conclusions:
1) Reproducibility of fixes is high, usually within
120ft.
2) An effective ground, and good clearance from
trees, buildings, and power lines improve accuracy. An
actual ground rod is not necessary. I have found that a
20ft. length of insulated wire formed into a 1-foot loop
and dropped on the grass inductively couples to ground
and works well.
3) Conductors such as fences and metal railings near
the receiver lead to inaccurate results. Hillsides seem to
be less of a problem. Accurate fixes can be achieved in
cave passages very close to the surface. In Missouri,
this allowed navigating overland from a cave entrance to
a sinkhole over the site in the cave where the
underground fix was obtained.
4) LORAN-C accuracy can be enhanced by setting
the receiver latitude and longitude to a known, highly
accurate benchmark. At Mammoth Cave we need to set
all units to a benchmark before use. At the March
expedition, the instrument was calibrated against the
benchmarks at the Historic and Carmichael entrances.
The readings erred by about the same amount and in the
same direction at both locations; the distance between
the two benchmarks calculated from the Loran-C instrument and from the benchmark locations differed by
about 350 ft. over 1.5 miles.
These instruments are not accurate enough for
surveying. They do seem to have a role in relocating
small cave entrances and karst features to avoid long
searches in the rugged terrain and dense woods of the

park.
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A REMARKABLE SEDIMENTATION
EVENT AT LILBURN CAVE
The hydrology/ hydrochemistry program at Lilburn
Cave has one year of monitoring Big Spring under its
belt. The data loggers appear to be performing well, and
initial results are exiting. It appears that a giant slug of
sediment passed through the system and corked the .
spring briefly - the stage recorder dropped to zero, while
temperature and electrical conductivity showed sharp
increases. Such an event has never been detected before
in nearly 20 years of spring monitoring.
The sedimentation event was driven by the progressive collapse of a major new sinkhole forming in
Pebble Pile Creek above the southern portion of Lilburn
Cave. A sediment wave with an amplitude of more than
15 ft. migrated through the Z Room during the winter
of 1988-1989, detected by Dave Cowan's static sediment
sampler. Downstream from Big Spring, a new low set
of terraces and channel bars formed in the flood plain of
Redwood Creek. We should learn much more about the
system from this event. If it ever rains again, there may
be more to report
Surface survey for the sedimentation program
moved ahead, with an additional mile of surface
mapping accomplished in 1989. The aim is to map the
surface features of the karst, plus the road, the principle
creeks, and significant geomorphic features. Mapping
of sediments in the cave continued with procurement of
a couple of radiocarbon samples which should allow
past sedimentation events to be dated. With luck, some
of the numbers will make it back from the lab. this
year.
The Lilburn cartography program, headed by Peter
Bosted, logged another mile in 1989, bringing the total
surveyed length of the cave to 18.3 km (11.4 miles).
The areas of the cave which yielded new passages
included the One-By-Ten Complex, above the Lake
Room, the River Pit area, the Attic, the Schreiber
Complex, Pandora's Passage, Mud Purgatory, and Hog
Heaven. The lead list still grows.
As the cartography program matures, Peter has been
experimenting with different ways of portraying the cave
using color and various computer graphics packages that
yield renditions in shades of gray. The latest version of
a gray-scale map, at a scale of 1:1200, has recently been
completed. Peter is also organizing the Atlas of Lilburn
Cave. The Atlas will consist of detailed quadrangle
maps at a scale of 1:240, each measuring 11 x 17
inches. The maps will include passage detail, cross
sections, place names, survey stations, and so forth.
Naturally, this Atlas is an incredible amount of work,
and Peter is looking for assistance.
Information from John Tinsley and Dave Cowan, in
Seldlabe Liturgy (newsletter of CRF West).

MISSOURI LEAD MINING LEASES
INVALID
In November 1988, the U.S. Forest Service granted
two preference right leases to the Doe Run Company for
lead prospecting in a highly karstic area of southern
Missouri (CRF Newsletter, Feb., 1989 p.14). The
leases, which were strongly opposed by environmental
groups and by land management agencies other than the
USFS, carried the unprecedented stipulation that they did
not confer an automatic right to develop any finds. The
lease decision was appealed by various parties.
On March 28 1990, the reviewing officer at the
USFS Washington Office overturned the lease decision
on the grounds that no specific mining plan had been
filed. ''The Regional Forester, therefore, should not
have undertaken an environmental analysis, and had no
basis for either consent or denial of consent." The
reviewer added that the issuance of a preference right
lease grants the right to extract the mineral, and this
right cannot be arbitrarily waived.
The decision stops a long way short of prohibiting
mining activity in this highly scenic and fragile area,
between the Eleven Point and Current National Scenic
Rivers. The reviewer encourages the company to apply
for a non-exclusive exploration licence to continue
prospecting in the area, with a view to eventually
resubmitting a lease application.
A Doe Run Company spokesman characterized the
decision as a "setback", but it is not clear at this time
whether the company intends to proceed with an
exploration licence application.

MISSOURI SURPASSES 5000 CAVES
In January 1990, Missouri became only the second
state to record over 5000 caves. The Missouri cave files
and catalogue are maintained by the state Department of
Natural Resources Division of Geology and Land
Survey, in cooperation with the Missouri Speleological
Survey, Inc.(MSS), a private volunteer group. The
master files include over 2000 cave maps.
The cave catalogue was begun in 1956, when the
MSS was established - only 437 caves were then
known. In recent years, most of the new additions to
the catalogue have arisen from a cooperative CRF/ MSS
project, led by Scott House and Doug Baker, to map
caves on state and federal lands throughout Missouri.
The Tennessee Cave Survey (TCS) surpassed 5000
caves in 1989, and now has more than 5500 caves on
record. The catalogues are not directly comparable; the
TCS records only caves at least 50 ft. long, or pits in
excess of 30 ft., whereas the Missouri catalogue has no
length limitation and includes many entries shorter than
50ft To put the figure further in perspective, it is
noteworthy that a single Kentucky cave exceeds in
length all2000 mapped caves in Missouri combined!
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DE-LINTING CARLSBAD CAVERN
Pat Jablonsky
Lint or dust bunnies, by any name not something
you associate with caves. Right? Wrong! Even
though problems with lint are not new, only recently
has lint been recognized as an environmental problem.
You have only to look briefly at one of the many
frequently visited caves to notice accumulations of lint
In 1987, John Roth, then a Carlsbad Caverns Cave
Specialist, asked if I would pursue a project which
included eliminating accumulations of lint and monitoring its development. My initial response, like so many
others when I tell them of this project. was "What?
Lint? Like belly button lint? You've got to be
kidding!" But as I began to get involved, I realized just
how much of an impact it is having on caves.
Each year at Carlsbad over 700,000 visitors walk
the three miles of trails and each leaves a small souvenir
of their visit in the form of hair, flaking skin, dust from
shoes and lint from their clothes. The Cavern breathes
in thousands of cubic feet of air each day bringing in a
small percentage of airborne particles from outside along
with the inadvertently left souvenirs, and distributes the
particulate matter into large areas of the Cavern. Lint
can be seen along most of the trails and as far away
from the trail as ten feet.
Complex air movement accounts for differing lint
deposits. In constricted areas, such as between the Main
Corridor and the Big Room or between the King's
Palace and the Queen's Chamber, lint accumulation
appears to be denser. This may be caused by the body
heat of the visitors generating rising thermal air
currents. In areas like these significant amounts of lint
hang from the delicate speleothems as much as six feet
above the paved trail.
The volume of lint which accumulates depends on
the air currents and on the type of surface. Aragonite
and gypsum or other rough surfaces generally retain
larger amounts than smooth flowstone. Man-made
walls seem to collect more lint than natural surfaces in
the same vicinity. One of the first major losses of
airborne material is at Iceberg Rock, which creates the
first significant constriction of air movement into the
Cavern.
The NPS began a preliminary survey of lint accumulation in Carlsbad Cavern in 1986. The purpose was
to determine the rate of accumulation along the main
trails, to consider the effect this might have on visitor
enjoyment and on the cave, and to estimate the cost of
continued lint removal. Three areas were cleaned, all in
the Big Room. The lint was collected, separated from
trash and other particulate matter, air dried, and weighed.
The survey showed that the average yearly rate of lint
accumulation in the cave was about 4.4 pounds, while
as much as 165 pounds may have accumulated in the
Cavern since the start of park tours in 1930.

What is the composition of the lint? Synthetics
dominated the samples taken, with only a small percentage (5%) of natural fibers such as wool and cotton. Do
~e. natural fibers break do.wn faster, or does the average
v1s1tor wear more synthetics? According to the
American Fiber Manufacturers Association in Washington DC, the estimated ratio of synthetic to natural fibers
is 3:2. Recently, a change in the wearing habits of the
general public has been observed; people seem to be
wearing more fleece-type materials (e.g., sweatshirts and
sweatsuits). Because these materials seem to shed and
peel more, will we see greater lint accumulations in
future testings?
The the Fall of 1988, I coordinated the first cooperative lint/ restoration camp at Carlsbad Cavern with 20
members and support staff from the Denver Museum of
Natural History. Lint was removed by hand or with
small brushes. In one week (400 volunteer hours) we
collected over 5 1/2 pounds of lint, not counting dirt,
dust, match sticks, gum, and other trash. Areas cleaned
began just inside the entrance gate, and followed the
main tour route to the main intersection at the Big
Room. In the Big Room we cleaned approximately
40% of the trail route by the end of the week. It was a
highly successful week and improvements in the aesthetics of the Cavern were remarkable.
In 1989, we concluded another week of lint removal
and restoration (12 people, 250 volunteer hours) and
collected approximately 2 1/2 pounds of lint We also
began to monitor how much lint had accumulated in
areas cleaned the previous year. We are now plotting
selected areas of accumulation along the trails on CRF
maps. Plotting these sites will help future cleaning
efforts by the NPS or outside groups. I recommend
recruiting retired community members for this type of
~ork; it is relatively easy, gives a feeling of community
mvolvement, and allows interaction with visitors.
The preliminary studies suggested that it might take
2000 - 3000 hours for a first time cleaning of the entire
Cavern. From what has been accomplished in the last
two years (650 hours), it now seems possible that the
entire main trail route can be cleaned in under 1200
hours and maintained with as little as 300 - 400 hours
per year using 10-12 people. Areas along trails where
retaining walls are used seem to collect lint more rapidly
and may need cleaning every six months.
The lint studies at Carlsbad Cavern proved useful in
a written report I provided when commercialization of
Lechuguilla Cave was being considered by the Carlsbad
Mayor's Task Force. Accumulations of lint would
cause deterioration of the gypsum and reduce its pristine
white beauty to a blackened mess. Further, constant
visitation near the delicate aragonite and selenite
Continued p.l4 ...
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EXPEDITIONS
MAMMOTH CAVE
New Year. December 28 - January 1
Leader, Paul Cannaley
Goals for the expedition included the continued
exploration of leads near Robertson Avenue, and survey
in the Pohl Avenue and Ganter Avenue/ Welcome
Avenue areas.
Flint Ridge: Four parties went to Pohl Avenue.
Near Foundation Hall, one crew put in a loop survey
around the "Smith Pit" room, and gained a better understanding of this complex area. Nearby, a second crew
went to drop a 50 ft. pit at the end of an "interminable"
belly crawl. At the bottom, a canyon entered a small
room with leads carrying significant airflow, but small
cavers will be needed to negotiate them. The group
cautioned that the area is very complicated, and it is easy
to become mis-placed.
Another party went to map the end of McClure
Trail. The "end" was a breakdown choke where they
were able to climb down 30ft., finding a 4ft. wide, 2.5
ft. high stream passage that couldn't be entered due to
high water. Instead, they mapped a small passage off
Textbook Shaft, which led for 90ft. to a dome-pit with
seven inaccessible high leads. The final Pohl A venue
trip went out the Lower Crouchway to the bottom of
the Unknown entrance pits. The shafts were roaring
with water, and the crew was unable to anything more
than sketch the area. They mapped 325 ft. along a
passage opposite the pit, ending at a sandstone choke.
Off the passage was a 40 ft. dome with high leads and
an impassible drain through which a pit could be seen.
Mammoth Cave Ridge: Work resumed in and
around Ganter A venue. The interconnecting levels in
this area are very intricate. The survey of Ranshaw
A venue continued out to the climb up into Minna's
Way, and along the latter to its breakdown terminus for
a total of 2100 ft. Another party finished Ranshaw
Avenue beyond the Minna's Way junction, ending at 30
ft. deep Dragon Pit, named for a dragon shaped
projection at the top. At the bottom was a collection of
spherical cave pearls up to an inch in diameter. The
party also cleaned up leads in Minna's Way and Edith's
Way. One lead was so muddy that the caver who pushed
it came out in a condition that had to be seen to be
believed Another crew mapped side passages off Ganter
Avenue.
The final party to the area surveyed Boiled Egg
Passage northward from Ganter Avenue at Rider
Haggard's Flight. They first worked on the junction,
mapping a cutaround and completing the survey from
the Flight into lower level Welcome Avenue. The
Boiled Egg canyon, typical for the area, is intricately
multi-level, and the crew lost sight of the ceiling - this
upper level will need to be checked.

The main line resurvey of eastern Emily's Avenuea 4100 ft. long traverse to Mary's Vineyard- was completed, giving a good closure error of <0.2%. The
eastern spur of Silliman's Avenue was also completed.
This short annex east from Ole Boll's Concert Hall ends
at Joe's Pit, where Silliman's Avenue fills with its own
breakdown. A lead above Joe's Pit will most easily be
reached with a 20ft. extension ladder (the lead is within
easy reach of a tour trail). The Joe's Pit drain was
pushed for 50 ft. to a too-tight spot.
Rhonda's Route, a small canyon draining the USurvey domes, continued for 80 ft. of deteriorating
sleezeway to an intersection with known passage - a
chert-floored stoopway in the Becky's Alley/ Bransford
Avenue network. Rhonda's Route is 1150 ft. long.
The junction had not been noted during the survey of the
stoopway. Taking advantage of being in the area, the
party went to the end of the old survey and extended it
for three shots to a dripstone choke. The choke had
previously been reached from the opposite direction, via
a drain out of Sansom's Domes.
A second group mapped the one reasonable lead off
Rhonda's Route - a slimy crawl that probably drains the
farthest domes along the U-Survey canyon. Mercifully,
the passage became filled with mud after four shots.
The crew then reshot the clinometer survey back down
the entire route to Robertson A venue, in order to prove
that Rhonda's Route doesn't actually run through Goat
Alley as present data indicates. They resketched the
route and checked leads along the U-Survey canyon.
Most of these were high and low level meanders. At the
top of the canyon was an airy overlook of the eastern
dome in the series with an obvious passage continuing
beyond. Protection will be needed to cross the very
narrow ledge leading to it.
The iong, masochistic gypsum crawl off the
Robertson ceiling-level loop was completed with 400ft.
of additional survey. A small parallel canyon was
encountered - both passages ended in massive breakdown
beneath Kentucky Avenue. The passage evidently represents a minor stream diversion from Kentucky Avenue
to Robertson Avenue. It's total length is 1450 ft.
Another crew mapped underouts off Kentucky A venue the last ones needed for the Kentucky Avenue sheet.
One undercut was 250 ft. long and included a decent
sized room. They then resketched part of the Mammoth
River abandoned canyon and sorted out some
problematical junctions.
Etc.: In addition to survey work, there was a photography trip along the old tour trails in Crystal Cave. The
party photographed the Valley of Decision, the pit at the
end of the Gypsum Route, and the Helictite Route.
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Survey Crews: - Foundation Hall - Paul Hauck, John
Walker, Jim Alexander; Foundation Hall pit- Bob
Osburn, Dick Market, Bill Baus; McClure Trail - Paul
Hauck, Steve Irvine, Bill Baus; Lower Crouchway -Paul
Hauck, Peter Gray, Roberta Burnes, David Frazier;
Ranshaw Ave./ Minna's Way- Scott House, Bob Osburn,
Paul Cannaley, Chris Cannaley; Dragon Pit/ Minna's
Way- Bob Osburn, Richard Zopf, Neil Hanunond; Ganter
Ave.- Eric Compas, Cresant Smith, John Walker; Boiled
Egg - Eric Compas, Monica Cannaley, Cresant Smith, Terri
Hanunond; Emily's Ave.- Sue Hagan, Eric Compas,
Roberta Burnes, Loretta Godfrey; Joe's Pit - Richard Zopf,
LaJuana Wilcher, Roberta Burnes; Rhonda's Route - Mick
Sutton, Richard Zopf, Steve Irvine; Marble Domes- Mick
Sutton, Dick Market, Peter Gray, Mike Lawrence;
Robertson Ave.- Norm Pace, Neil Hanunond, David
Frazier; Kentucky Ave./ Mammoth River - Mick Sutton,
Sue Hagan, Steve Irvine, Chris Cannaley; Photography Kevin Downs, Jim Greer, Chris Cannaley.
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superfluous, but a drain passage led to a shattered dome
and the promise of a going upper level canyon.

They were not equipped with wet-suits but
surveyed anyway, through an ear dip,
heading towards McClure Trail.
The western end of Emily's Avenue was resurveyed
for 1200 ft. from the very intricate Ike's Path junction.
The complexity of the junction made it clear why the
first CRF parties to the area in the 1970's had trouble
finding Ike's Path from Emily's Avenue. The survey
ended at the point where Emily's Avenue degenerates
into a crawlway (Thorpe's Avenue). At the junction,
the party tied to a forgotten survey which forms a short
route back to the west end of Ike's Path at El Ghor.

February 17-18
Leader, Tom Brucker
The expedition emphasized leadership training.
Inexperienced party leaders were selected, with at least
one experienced caver assigned to each party. The
objectives were designed to create situations where the
party leader would have to look at alternative objectives
in order to be productive. The experiment had mixed
results. While some trainee leaders benefited, the leadership shoe was made to fit some folks who would not
have volunteered an interest in party leading and productivity management. Conclusion: the simple solution to
leadership training is to make oneself available to those
with an expressed interest on a one to one basis.
Regardless, the expedition got quite a bit done.
Mammoth Cave: Valley Way Sidecut has a branch
called Cutliffe's Way. This passage had been surveyed
quite a way by Coons, Mann, Kastning, and others.
Scott House plotted it recently for the first time and
found it lay 25 ft. from a Solitary Cave side lead elevations and terminal descriptions matched. A party
of small people went to the Solitary Cave side but
declined to pass through the delicate and outstanding
speleothems which nearly close the passage. Instead,
they mapped 250 ft. in small side leads, then found a
ledge around Alexander's Pit and surveyed to a second
unclimbable pit, with a continuation beyond.
A replacement survey team went across Rider
Haggard's F1ight and mapped Mayfield's Avenue (a
continuation of Welcome Avenue) to Henry's Dome.
They also added some side lead detail. Work continued
on Boiled Egg Passage off Ganter Avenue, adding 300
ft. in a previously unsurveyed level, ending in the
vicinity of Henry's Dome.
A party went to Sansom's Domes off Goat Alley to
find a lost lead. The lead was found and the survey
advanced l.hrough a narrow canyon to a breakdown room.
Up a climb and through a low spot, an upper level was
entered as far as a climb down requiring a rope. The
climb was left for next time. Off Woodbury Pass, a
crew hauled a rope to a narrow lead. The rope proved

EMILY'S AVENUE

Emily's Avenue! Ike's PaJhjunction area. Scale = 1:600

Flint Ridge: False McClure Trail has been a favorite
obscure lead for years. A party went to this blowing
passage and found a foot of water in a 2 ft high tube.
They were not equipped with wet-suits but surveyed
anyway, through an ear dip, heading towards McClure
Trail. Though sickness and misery confronted them, the
party got the 300 ft. long passage done. There is a side
lead that blows a gale left to do in drier weather.
Malott A venue is an upper level trunk segment off
Pohl Avenue, largely sediment filled. A party went to
check holes in the floor reported by cartographer Paul
Hauck. The holes yielded no passage and the crew went
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instead to Hangman's Dome in McClure Trail where
they almost reached a promising high level passage.
This should be a top priority for a return trip. There
was a trip to Grund Trail to map the continuation of
Illinois Avenue. The crew found it had already been
mapped to a fill, but they mapped a stream-level cutaround and pushed a short, muddy side lead to an end.

River & Roppel.· Off the Hawkins River T-Survey
a passage was mapped for 25 stations, crossing a
drainage divide. The passage heads southwest downstream and continues low, wide, wet, and windy. A trip
through Roppel Cave's Khan Entrance went to the long,
miserable Rebuttal Crawl heading toward Eudora Ridge.
The passage beat the party, with no progress made in
the survey; the continuation is unlikely.

Archeology: There was a systematic search for aboriginal glyphs in Upper Salts. Human bones were
noted - a distal humerus on the slope inside the old gate
and a distal fibula and a tibia fragment beyond the gate.
The fibula and tibia showed evidence of burning. One
glyph was found at Tom Wilson's Accident. The
drawing was scratched into breakdown and consisted of
two parallel zig-zags and two incised areas.- it was
photoglyphed for posterity . .

Surface: The Bedquilt and Woodson Adair entrances
were tied to the new transit survey. The crew found a
15 ft pit and a small cave. They proceeded to Curd
Cave in Houchins Valley to field check old survey notes
preparatory to drafting a map, but were unpleasantly
surprised to fmd that the entrance had suffered a massive,
impenetrable collapse. A second party tried but failed to
locate caves noted in 1985 in eastern Strawberry Valley.
They went instead to the Salts Entrance and partly unblocked the water drain holes in the gate so that future
parties will be less subject to an entrance shower bath.

ln all, nearly 2000 ft. of new survey was accomplished and 2300 ft. of old survey was replaced. Camp
was managed by volunteers, in a revival of a tradition
which still works.
Survey Crews:- Solitary Cave - Karen Willmes, Howard
Kalnitz, Tim Schafstall; Mayfield's Ave. - Richard Hand,
Scott House, Sue Hagan, Geoff Park; Boiled Egg - Jim
Greer, Tim Schafstall, Bob Salika, Karen Willmes;
Sansom's Domes - Jerry Fant, Mick Sutton, Kevin Downs,
Norm Rogers; Woodbury Pass- Neil Hammond, Tom
Brucker, Jerry Fant; Emily's Ave. ·Sue Hagan, Mick
Sulton, Norm Rogers, Gary Leindecker; False McClure
Trail- Jemma Wise, Paul Cannaley, Dick Maxey, Gary
Leindecker; Malott Ave. • Ralph Earlandson, Roger
McClure, Terri Hammond, Mike Lawrence; Grund Trail Neil Hammond, Richard Zopf, Chris Cannaley, Bob Salika;
Hawkins River - Richard Zopf, Ralph Earlandson, Howard
Kalnitz; Rappel • Andrew Porter, Jim Borden, Mel Park;
Salts · Jan Hemberger, Phil DiBlasi, Roberta Burnes,
Connie Hand; Surface survey - Jim Greer, Gerry Estes,
Dave Weller; Strawberry Valley- Gerry Estes, Terri
Hammond.
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St Patrick's Day. March 16-19
Leader, Kevin Downs
The 36 participants achieved 3500 ft. of survey, of
which 480 ft. was new.
Flint Ridge: A party went to Colossal Cave via the
Bedquilt Entrance and resurveyed 650 ft along the DPQ
route to Austin Avenue. They proceeded to Weller
Avenue, where they located and fixed some survey
blunders. On exiting via an awkward climb 400 ft
from the entrance, Roger McClure attempted to use a
handhold that was occupied by an 18 inch long copperhead. The snake took offence and struck ineffectually at
Roger (a snake at 54° does not have fast reactions).
Both the copperhead and the party survived the encounter
without harm. It is very unusual to find a snake so far
into a cave.

Roger McClure attempted to use a handhold that
was occupied by an 18 inch long copperhead.
Elsewhere in Flint Ridge, a party was repelled by
an uncooperative lock on the Salts gate and went instead
to Brucker Breakdown. There has been recent evidence
of damage in Pohl and Turner A venues, so the ladder at
the Pohl Avenue/ Smith Avenue junction was pulled up
into Smith A venue to discourage visitation to points
beyond.

Mammoth Cave: A start was made on the resurvey
of Marion Avenue. This is one of the last upper level
trunks in Mammoth Cave Ridge still needing to be
surveyed in adequate detail. In addition, the first part of
Sophy's Avenue, a major Marion Avenue side passage,
was mapped as far as Frances' Domes. Welcome
A venue received two more visits, accounting for 4 70 ft.
of new survey in pleasant, gypsum decorated crawlways
and high level canyon fragments. The south side trunk
survey continued westward along Opossum A venue to
its intersection with Stevenson Avenue and along the
latter to within 200 ft. of the Hurdle Races, for a total
of 800ft

1n Solitary Cave, a pit near Alexander's Pit was
dropped; there was much mud and no obvious drain in
the bottom. A lead beyond the pit was surveyed to a
mud choke. The crew then hauled a large pile of equipment out the long crawl of( Blue Spring Branch to a pit
which they successfully descended despite an awkward
belly crawl take-off. The 20 ft pit had 4-5 ft. of water
at the bottom; the party leader became fully drenched by
slipping into the pool. The drain leads towards the top
of Sarah Margaret's Dome in Roger's Avenue, but it is
wet and tight; shale protruding from the walls limits
progress.
ln Woodbury Pass, a party went to push the leads
discovered in February. The party was stopped short of
its objective by a tight spot that only one person could
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pass through. Several leads were attempted but all ended
in the same result There is a lot of cave to be mapped
here, but it is accessible only to 1hin cavers. On
exiting, the party looked at a wet lead in the lower
Woodbury canyon, fmding that it quickly closed to
impassibility. Another lead discovered in February off
Sansom's Domes led via a short rope drop to a series of
migrating shafts with remarkable coral fossils in the
walls. On exiting, the party attempted to free climb to
the obvious passage 20 ft. up the wall of the final
Sansom's Dome, getting to within five feet of it.
Artificial aid would be required to proceed farther. There
are some more acces·sible but less inspiring high level
canyon leads remaining in this area.
There was a trip to look for evidence of saltpetre
mining in Blue Spring Branch and Blackall Avenue.
The excavated pits in these passages are attributed to
aboriginal mining for gypsum (see article in November
1989 Newsletter) . There was no evidence that could be
positively identified as related to saltpetre mining.
Surface & Small Caves: Stan Sides used his
Loran C receiver/ locator to good effect (see article p. 3).
On the north shore, the inconspicuous entrance to
Sturgeon Cave was found with some effort, and was
properly located with the Loran device. The party
mapped 45ft. in the cave but were stopped by a 15ft.
deep canyon requiring vertical gear. The cave is reported
to be 300 - 500 ft. long. To gain experience and verify
the locator readings, the benchmarks at the Historic and
Carmichael Entrances were fixed with the locator, as
were all three entrances (Roppel, Khan and Weller) to
the Roppel section. In addition, surveys were run from
the recently set aerial survey markers to the Historic and
Carmichael benchmarks, and the Salts entrance was tied
in to the recent surface theodolite survey.
There was a trip to locate Sloan's Crossing Cave
and new caves in Strawberry Valley. A small insurgence - Butterfly Cave - was found in Strawberry
Valley, with about 15ft. of canyon passage ending in a
breakdown choke. The stream that flows into the breakdown could easily be diverted in order to push the lead
below. Next day, a party mapped Sloan's Crossing
Cave which consists of 115 ft. of descending, breakdown floored passage ending in a 20ft. climbable pit.
Rusted cookware was noted, along with 15- 20 bats.
Thanks to Mel Park for doing duty as camp manager and to
Patricia Downs for her fine job as camp secretary.
Survey Crews:- Austin Ave.- Richard Zopf, Tom
Brucker, Roger McClure; Brucker Breakdown - Richard
Zopf, Roberta Burnes, James Sterbenz; Marlon Ave.- Jim
Borden, Roberta Burnes, Jemma Wise, Tim Schafstall;
Welcome Ave.- 1) Jim Greer, Barbara Graham, Jim
Alexander; 2) Jim Greer, Barbara Graham, Kris Sterbenz,
Pat Stephens; Opossum Ave.- Doug Baker, Steve Irvine,
Chris Cannaley, James Sterbenz; Solitary Cave/ Blue
Spri';lg Branch - Jim Kaufmann, Dick Maxey, Howard
K~lnitz;. Woodbury Pass- Neil Hammond, Paul Cannaley,
Mike Zunmerrnan; Sansom's Domes- Dan Raque, Bill
Baus, Julie Sotsky; Sturgeon Cave - Stan Sides, Loretta
Godfrey, Mike Harrod; Blue Spring Branch/ Blackall
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Ave.- Angelo and Diana George; Surface locations Stan Sides, Mel Park, Mike Harrod, Loretta Godfrey, Julie
So~ky. Tim Borden; Strawberry Valley- 1) Gerry Estes,
Kris Sterbenz; 2) Bill Baus, Loretta Godfrey; Sloan's
Crossing Cave - Paul Cannaley, Neil Hammond, Mike
Zimmerman.

GUADALUPES
Carlsbad Cavern. Martin Luther Kin~ Day.
January 13-15

Leader, Barbara Luke
This expedition was called at very short notice - so
short that the expedition leader didn't know she had the
job until she got to Carlsbad!
New connections between Bat Cave and the New
Section through the Remarkable Crack were explored
and partly surveyed during three trips. The new route,
shorter and more direct than those known previously,
might be a major cricket travel route. An evening trip
was spent in resurveying the Koree's Recess boneyard
area in Lower Cave.
Total surveyed was 440 ft. in the Remarkable Crack
and 200 ft. in Lower Cave.
Participants- Bruce Baker (the New Mexico one), Dave
Dell, Dave Ek, Bill Ziegler, Barbara Luke.

Lechuguilla Precision Survey Project
Expedition leader, Fritzi Hardy;
Coordinators, Jim Hardy and Robert Babb

March 3-9
Two computers were installed in the CRF hut and
the expedition was underway. The expedition hosted
three Australian vertical cavers: Steve Carrick, Jim
Blyde, and Mark Wilson. The first day was used to train
those unfamiliar with the tripods and theodolite, to
review the data from past expeditions, and to plan the
work for the present one.
On the 5th, the precision survey was begun, while
the Australians began rigging Boulder Falls. On the
6th, the push was on to get down Boulder Falls with the
survey, but this could not be done in the time available.
A temporary set of points was established overlooking
Terror Ledge in the Boulder Falls complex. As the
Australians were unavailable after this and we had no
other advanced vertical support people, the 7th was
taken as a rest day with some archival work done. The
survey was finished off on the 8th by setting two permanent reference stations and doing most of the preliminary work for the next trip, which will definitely go
down Boulder Falls. The survey was left hanging on a
pair of tripods at the lip of the Falls. The remaining
gear was pulled out of the cave, and the expedition ended
on the 9th.
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A total of 264 caver hours of work were done in the
cave with another 30 hours of surface work devoted to
processing the data through Jim Hardy's programs.
About 11 ,700 ft. of survey lines were measured for a net
linear distance of 820 ft
Participants:- Fritzi and Jim Hardy (surface support),
Robert Babb, Steve Carrick, Jim Blyde, Mark Wilson,
Barbara Luke, Chip Babb, Damon Kerbo, John Corcoran,
Dave Ek.

Files Research Trips
Two trips took place last year to extract and
organize information from CRF Guadalupe area files.
On July 15, ten dedicated cavers traversed the tortuous
maze of Albuquerque's streets to arrive at Dave Dell's
house where they were dispatched to the depths of the
CRF map files. At the conclusion, they had compiled a
wealth of knowledge about 72 caves in New Mexico,
Texas, Arizona, and Arkansas.
Over the New Year, fourteen cavers brought forth
their reading expertise to sift through over 250 trip
reports dating from 1966 to the present and over 150
survey books - about one third of the total. Two days
of intensive reading, summarizing, and eye strain
produced over 75leads throughout Carlsbad Cavern.
The leads were placed on the recently completed
Carlsbad Cavern quad. maps for use during future
expeditions. On the evening of December 31, everyone
came to a New Years celebration at Dick DesJardins'
home, where all enjoyed the friendship of fellow cavers.
Participants:- July- Barbara Luke, Sandy and Brad
Cambron, Margaret and Donald Sollarni, Virginia Seiser, Bill
Ziegler, Ron Lipinski (and his team of trainee cavers), Dick
Venters, Dave Dell (leader).
New Year- Bill Ziegler, John and Gavin Corcoran, Dick
Venters (leader), Duke McMullen, Dave Dell, Dick
DesJardins, Rich Wolfert, Fritzi and Jim Hardy, Kenneth
Ingham, Ron Lipinski, Diana Northup, Kathleen Hardy.

CALIFORNIA
Lava Beds National Monument
Thanksgiving. November 23-26. 1989

Leader, Janet Sowers
The second annual CRF Thanksgiving expedition
drew 25 participants. This was the first expedition
under our new cooperative agreement with the National
Monument. The agreement spells out nine projects that
we will accomplish in the next two years, with the
overall objectives of locating and mapping the caves,
identifying the resources in the cave (speleothems, ice,
bats, bugs, artifacts ...), and establishing procedures for
monitoring the condition of these resources.
The expedition was extremely successful. Significant progress was made on almost every project.
Charisse Sydoriak, our NPS cooperator, was on hand
the entire weekend to give needed support. Above all,
we had a great time.

Mapping: Mike Sims and Bruce Rogers headed two
mapping teams, each of which did some reconnaissance
and surveyed several small caves.
Reconnaissance Inventory: A new model for a
reconnaissance inventory card was tested by the two
mapping teams, and deemed a success, with a few minor
changes. A revised version will be printed.

460 bats were found in one Large cave in a remote
area. This makes the cave the largest known
Plecotus hibernaculum on the west coast.
General Resource Inventory: Janet Sowers, Bill
Devereaux, and others spent a day in Thunderbolt Cave
with the new geology page of the inventory form.
There is a major effort to devise a way to quantify
features that will be meaningful and not too time
consuming. We scrapped the idea of distinguishing
whether a feature is "rare, common, or abundant" as
being too subjective. Marianne Russo, Jerry Johnson,
and team spent two days using the cultural resources
page in several caves - the form served well. A major
flake scatter was discovered on the surface beside a cave.
Invertebrate Survey: Rod Crawford, assisted by
Dave Cowan and others, examined ten caves, collecting
specimens and setting baited pitfall traps. A major find
was a "slime eating fungus gnat larva". Sediment and
moss samples from several caves were run through
Berlese funnels to extract invertebrates. Clyde Senger
and Dave Cowan collected the pitfall traps two weeks
later.
Bat Survey: Mark Perkins compiled the observations
of CRF parties with his own observations. Of 35 caves
examined, 14 contained hibernating big-eared bats,
Plecotus townsendii. Most caves contained ten or fewer
bats, but 460 were found in one large cave in a remote
area. This makes the cave the largest known Plecotus
hibemaculum on the west coast.
Photomonitoring: Bill Frantz, assisted by Charlie
and Jo Larson, established six photomonitoring sites in
five caves. Two sites (floor and ceiling) were in a rarely
visited cave, the remainder were in frequently visited
caves and consisted of dust on the floor, a pictograph at
an entrance, paleo-ice, and slime growth. Eight other
caves were selected for photomonitoring; more sites will
be established this spring.
Dust and Sediment monitoring: John Tinsley et
al constructed dust traps out of cake pans and marbles,
then installed them at three above ground sites: one at
the weather station and two near frequently visited caves
with obvious dust accumulations. Reconnaissance work
was done to determine the best way to measure dust
accumulation inside the caves.
Speleothem breakage monitoring: Janet Sowers
concocted a gray-violet waterproof paint which blends
with the rock in normal light but glows bright lavender
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in fluorescent light. We established four sites for
monitoring speleothem breakage by selecting an area of
ceiling containing shark's tooth stalactites, holding up a
1/2 m square form, then marking the comers of the
square and the tips of all the broken stalactites using a
tiny paintbrush. We then counted broken and unbroken
stalactites in the square. Recounts will be made
periodically and any new broken tips marked.
Additional sites will be established.
Participants: Joy Linn, Scott Linn, Rod Crawford, John
Tinsley, Bruce Rogers, Pat Rice, Paul Travis, Bob Martin,
Dave Cowan, Sandy Cowan, Bill Frantz, Marianne Russo,
Jerry Johnson, Bob Johnson, Mike Sims, Don Denbo, Dan
Weinberg, Bill Devereaux, Mike Kloor, Ken Miller, Janet
Sowers, Jerry Hom, Pam Kloor, Charlie Larson, Jo Larson.

MISSOURI
January through March
The 15 ft. deep Bootstrap Pit in Kelly Hollow Cave
on the Mark Twain National Forest (see February
Newsletter) was descended, but led immediately to a
second 15ft. pit dropping to the floor of a large room.
The party could but look at the room, as they had insufficient rope to drop into it. A second crew remedied this
and mapped the lower room but found no way on - the
drain was thoroughly choked. The two trips added 420
ft.to the mapped length, putting Kelly Hollow Cave
over a mile long and making it the longest cave in
Oregon County.
A trip to Still Spring Cave added 140 ft. of tight
passage. The party was stopped by a mud bank and,
lacking digging implements, improvised by using their
boots! One caver squeezed through, but a return trip
will be needed to fully investigate the continuation.
Two crews worked on Forest Service caves in Carter
County. One party went looking for Blue Spring Cave,
which was supposedly in a bluff. They eventually
found the entrance in a sinkhole and mapped 200 ft. in a
collapse chamber complex. There is more to be mapped
here. The other party mapped 500ft. long Jayco Hole
Cave and 50 ft. long Little Jayco Hole Cave. The larger
cave is a tube running closely parallel to a bluff face,
and has five entrances opening into the bluff. The
resulting air currents kept the cave very chilly. In the
MTNF Bell Mountain Wilderness, an area most notable
for its Precambrian volcanic terrain, a small dolomite
cave was mapped: Lindsey Mountain Cave consists of
90ft. of dry to damp crawlway.
A trip to Aliens Branch Cave, Shannon County,
added 700 ft. of wet canyon to this major Current River
cave. The survey area was left of the T -junction, and is
reached by a wet and arduous passage a mile or more
long. A scenic side room was dug into at one point.
The passage continues.
There was considerable work on private cave projects in sundry areas. In north Saint Louis County there
was a trip to look for two reported caves. Slough Cave

was nowhere to be found. The location for River Bluff
Cave along the Missouri River did have a hole, but it
was only six feet long. A quarter mile upriver, however, was a genuine cave with a stream flowing from it.
Mapping was postponed until conditions are drier. In
Washington County, 150ft. long Hazel Creek Cave
was mapped. On this wet weekend, the crew found that
the passage contained 10 inches of air over a foot of
very cold water - the temperature of the water suggests a
rapid inflow from the surface.
There was a backpack trip in the Taum Sauk region
proposed for inclusion in Johnson Shut-ins State Park.
Although this area is famous for its volcanic scenery,
there are inliers of Cambrian dolomite reaching surprisingly far into the St. Francois Mountains. In a side
valley off Taum Sauk Creek was a small karstic spring
and a cave entrance. The cave was a single, sinuous
crawlway, 56 ft. long, most notable for its large population of Ceuthophilus "crickets" - hence the name
Cricket Den Cave. It showed no sign of previous
human visitation.
High water permitted two float trips along the West
Fork Black River in Reynolds County. Numerous
bluffs of Potosi dolomite were checked, but turned up
only a half dozen cavelets. Some problems were sorted
out at Parks Bluff along the river in Lesterville. The
Missouri files contained one entry for Parks BluffShelter Cave - with a location and a crude map. The
map didn't seem to correspond to either of two
conspicuous holes in the bluff. The downstream hole
was a large shelter 25ft. wide, 25ft. deep, and 15ft.
high. It received the name Parks Bluff Shelter. The
second feature was a shelter similar to the first but with
a small maze of passages extending from it; about 100
ft. was mapped in side passages and loops. This was in
the right location for "Shelter Cave", and the name
seemed appropriate, but the old map didn't even slightly
resemble it.
On the way back down river, well beyond the
reported location, was a 45ft. long crawlway. This was
clearly the feature mapped as "Shelter Cave". It was
quickly remapped to bring the older work up to current
standards. Evidently, the early report somehow combined two distinct features into one. The name Shelter
Cave was retained for the larger feature and the smaller
cave renamed Skunk Cave in recognition of its inhabitant(s), who were very evident despite their physical
absence.
Survey crews:- Kelly Hollow- Mick Sutton, George
Bilbrey, Sue Hagan; Still Spring -Doug Baker, George
Bilbrey, Bruce Bird; Blue Spring - Doug Baker, George
Bilbrey; Jayco Hole - Scott House, Bruce Bird, Steve
Irvine; Lindsey Mountain - Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton;
Aliens Branch - Doug Baker, Bruce Bird, Steve Irvine, Sue
Hagan; St. Louis County • Doug Baker, Steve Irvine;
Hazel Creek - Doug Baker, Linda Scalfano, Steve Irvine,
Beata Klar; Taum Sauk Creek • Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton;
Black River - Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan.
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RIGGING THE BACHLI FOR
GREATER CONTROL
Rick Olson
Since the first article about the Bachli appeared in
the May 1989 Newsletter, I have visited Lechuguilla
Cave and tried the device on drops greater than 90 ft.
The Bachli handled very well on the 150ft. rappel at
Boulder Falls and also down the 250 ft. Aragonitemare.
The rigging for longer drops is slightly, but vitally,
different from that for shorter drops as shown in the
previous article; both methods are illustrated below.
To set up the Bachli for short rappels or for belay
situations, insert a loop of the rope into the device from
the side ODlJOSite the steel* carabiner gate [figure lA].
and clip the loop into the carabiner [figures lB and lC].
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cylindrical portion of the Bachli is 7mm in diameter
versus 19mm for a brake-bar, which makes the Bachli's
surface to volume ratio over twice that of a brake-bar.
Hence, the Bachli is a good radiator, and this may
contribute to the excellent control throughout a rappel.
The manufacturer recommends two rigging
methods. One is similar to crossed carabiners, and rope
wear to those carabiners used as brake-bars is cited as a
disadvantage. The other is analogous to a munter hitch
and increases friction by crossing the rope over itself;
wear to the rope is an obvious drawback. The two configurations illustrated in this article suffer from neither
of these problems. However, if the rappeller were to
mistakenly rig for a short rappel on a deep drop, control
problems would arise. Extra friction can be quickly
added by wrapping the rope around a leg; this is also
helpful if the rope is new and slippery. I prefer to use
the new rigging (figure 2) on rappels longer than 30 ft.
because of the greater control it offers.
The Bachli's performance, versatility, durability,
small size, and light weight should make it appealing to
long-distance cavers.
*The carabiner is part of the friction surface and
must be abrasion resistant.

MAKING A SUUNTO COMPASS
MORE DURABLE
Richard Zopf
While a Suunto compass will generally provide
years of good service under most cave surveying conditions, it must be handled carefully. Unfortunately,
many cavers have neither the skill nor the concem to
keep the instrument in good working order. Two of the
most common abuses can be mitigated with the
following modification.

2A

2B

2C

For longer rappels, insert the loop of rope into the
device on the~ side as the carabiner gate [figure 2A].
bring the loop back around to the gate, and clip it in
[figures 2B and 2C]. Pressure from the rope will
typically Lip the Bachli lO one side on the carabiner, but
once tension is applied, it is easily straightened.
This new rigging provides excellent control of
descent, even near the bottom of a moderately long
rappel. It has been my experience with brake-bar
devices that the last 25 ft. of a 100ft. rappel is much
faster and harder to control than a simple 25 ft. rappel.
Assuming other conditions are equal, the major difference between these two situations is the temperature
of the device. Short of melting, I cannot speculate on
how temperature affects friction between the rope and
the rappel device. However, the Bachli does stay cooler
than brake-bars, probably because it is thinner. The

Suuntos are subject to accumulation of moisture
and dirt between the eye lens and the compass capsule.
Most of this foreign material enters past the "0" ring
that seals the capsule. The capsule is also heat sensitive; a carbide lamp when held too close will cause
damage. Without changing the compass itself (and
inhibiting future repairs) these problems can be alleviated by using a silicone adhesive to glue a thin
acrylic sheet over the capsule. Cut the plastic to fit the
outside dimensions of the' compass (it need not extend
all the way to the eye piece end). Use a minimal
amount of adhesive to secure it. Part of the space
between the new cover and the capsule can be filled with
a desiccant for further protection. Don't overdo the
desiccant; light must still enter for reading. Careful use
of a small knife or razor blade will remove the cover if

necessary.
I have made this modification to one compass used
at MCNP. I would appreciate hearing from users who
!eel the modification is not an improvement, but my
tmpression so far is that it serves to keep the compass
clean and dry.
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NAMING NAMES AT MAMMOTH CAVE
Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
The November, 1987 Newsletter gave the first
general report on the Mammoth Cave Gazetteer. At that
time, the gazetteer contained over 400 names and we
predicted that the list might run to 1000 entries. This
turned out to be quite an underestimate - there are now
more than 1700 entries, and major sections are far from
complete.
Three types of source form the basis for information in the gazetteer: (1) written material (books,
letters, maps, unpublished reports) going back to early
19th century accounts and continuing up to current CRF
trip reports, (2) trips into the cave to identify and write
descriptions of named features, and (3) oral material
obtained through interviews with current and past park
personnel, CRF JV's, speleo-historians, etc. A separate
bibliographic database being assembled in parallel with
the gazetteer currently contains a modest 102 entries.
All of the more common names from Historic
Mammoth Cave are now included (accounting for 1000
of the total), and most of the major written sources have
been consulted. Many uncommon names from obscure
sources remain to be entered, and a few major sources
still await analysis. The Flint Ridge section is fairly
complete, though there are still gaps, especially in
Colossal and Salts Caves.
The River system (including Proctor Cave,
Morrison Cave, and Hawkins/ Logsdon River) is probably about halfway complete. We have made a modest
start on the Rappel Section. Jim Borden will coordinate
the assembly of Rappel place names, and he estimates
that this will add more than 500 names to the database!
The history of Rappel exploration is recent enough that
it should be possible to explain the background of
virtually all names.
It is surprizing how rapidly name origins can disappear into the mists of time. Although the history of
Unknown Cave dates only from the mid 1950's, who
now recalls the Mexican Waterfall or the Gizmo Trail?
Who is the Rick of Rick's Cutaround Crawl or the
Woodward of Woodward Way? Unknown Cave provides
an excellent example of geographical ambiguity - Gravel
Avenue has almost as many definitions as there are
sources referring to it We have recorded all variants but
settled on what we hope will prove a logical and lasting
version.
Although not yet available in printed format, the
database is already proving useful as a reference source.
Cartographers are using it to clear up nomenclatural
ambiguities; for example, Welcome Avenue had for
years (at least among CRF cavers) been known as "Fox
Avenue", a misreading of the 1908 Kaemper map.
Likewise, "Ingalls Way" (named after one of the earliest
Flint Ridge surveyors) has been restored from the more
recent corruption, "Engle's Way".

Many gems have been resurrected. Without the
gazetteer, the "Inverted Canoe" (in Sparks Avenue) or
''Romeo and Juliette's Window" (in the walls of
Bottomless Pit) would likely disappear from memory.
Former chief guide Ray France assisted in the identification of both. Although many travelogues from the 19th
century mentioned the famed "Anteater", identifying it
on the ceiling of Main Cave was no easy feat- with
imagination, almost any of the blackened patches could
be such a creature. Finding written on the walls of a
large cutaround, "Sarah Fox... My Gal" with an 1832 inscription confmned where the real Fox Avenue is
located, provided a date for the name's beginning, and
revealed a romantic story saved for posterity. And once
upon a not-too-distant time Red Watson's odiferous
lunch was immortalized as "Banana Pass" off Logsdon
River.
The name "Mammoth Cave", according to an 1867
newspaper, has a most unusual origin: "The relics of
the vastest living things that ever breathed and moved
are found all over the region: Mastodons or Mammoths,
that stood on the world and drank out of the clouds, too
impatient to wait for the rains. After these gigantic
creatures, that appear at one time to have inhabited this
cavern, it is called appropriately Mammoth Cave." This
imaginative account proved to have a grain of truth
when paleontologist Ron Wilson collected mammoth or
mastodon bones from Proctor Cave, which subsequently
became integrated into the Mammoth Cave System.
As previous projections (guesses) of the expected
number of entries have proved greatly underestimated,
we will not speculate on the final size of the database.
In at least one sense, the project may never be completed - continuing exploration is the future history yet
to be recorded.
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Lint Clean-up: ... Continued from p.S
speleothems for which Lechuguilla is famous would be
devastating - gypsum cannot be repeatedly washed and
aragonite is lOO fragile for any cleaning method known.
Lint accumulation in other caves is being dealt with
in a variety of ways . Jewel Cave, South Dakota has a
unique set of problems. Many of the trails are open
metal platforms above the cave floor. Lint and debris
collect on the floor under these structures leaving an
unsightly deposit. One solution that was considered
was to drape parachute-type material under the stairs and
platforms to trap lint and debris, but this would detract
from the beauty of the cave. Lint and its accumulation
are also being studied at Cave of the Winds, Colorado
and Wind Cave, South Dakota.
So are there any easy and inexpensive ways to
control lint? This issue will be probed in the next three

years as studies continue, lint is removed, and monitoring goes on. Lint from designated areas will be analyzed for synthetic/ natural fiber ratios. We will look at
seasonal changes in these ratios. We will begin air-flow
studies and install air filters in some areas for analysis.
One project may be to study what effects natural fibers
have on cave faunas. Are we introducing an unnatural
food source or nesting material? We will also monitor
lint accumulations in other park caves.
A third annual lint/ restoration camp will be held
September 16-22; if interested in attending part or all of
the week write or call(2930 East 14th Ave., Denver,
CO 80206; 303-399-3449). Cost for the full week is
$65, including room and board.
I wish to thank the staff at Carlsbad Caverns National Park
for their support and for providing background information.
Special thanks to John Roth, now Cave Specialist at Oregon
Caves National Monument.

CAVEOLOGY: A GEILOGICAL GUIDE
Dr. A. Nonn, American Institute of Caveology
Confused when the conversation turns to karst?
Can 'ttell your phreas from a hole in the ground? Here
is a clear and simple guide based on the work of some of
the finest caveologists in the U.S . A perusal of the
literature (cave brochures available at any reputable
tourist stand) offers new and amazing insights.
How old are caves? There's a broad consensus that
most caves are hundreds of millions to billions of years
old. Many caves, though, grow even more slowly:
Skyline Caverns, Virginia, has been growing an inch
every thousand years. If this rate is extrapolated to
Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, we arrive at an age of 135
trillion years . Caveology might therefore force a fundamental rethinking of the age of the universe. Even
this great age pales in comparison to Ruby Falls Cave,
Tennessee, which has simply " been there forever."
Most caves are discovered by people chasing bears,
dogs, or Indians, or people being chased by posses,
Indians, or bears. Skyline Caverns, though , was discovered by a unique caveological feat; it's existence was
deduced "by a careful examination of surface topography.
Geologi sts around the world stood in awe."
Rivers and lakes are found in some caves. Howe
Caverns, New York, for example, contains a remnant of
the glacial ocean which once covered New York State.
Some caves may even have been formed by water: it
was the "unusual combination of dissolving and cutting
by water that makes Longhorn Cavern [Texas] one of
the most unique caverns of the world." One must
beware, though, of hype. One caveologist states that
Onondaga Cave, Missouri, contains the longest known
underground river. In fact, Cosmic Caverns, Arkansas
has a river that originates in the Pacific Northwest- the
longest undiscovered passage in the world. But tourists
must find the trip into Penn's Cave, Pennsylvania the

most daunting; it's the country's only "all-water
cavern". And they don't even supply scuba equipment.
Everyone knows about stalactites and stalagmites one points up and the other points down (or is it the
other way around?), but few have seen the rare stalagtite,
found only in Crystal Lake Cave, Iowa. Still stranger
objects - ragonites, piscolites, and stylolites - can be
viewed in Meramec Caverns, Missouri, while Crystal
Cave, Pennsylvania contains "unusual spelethons".
What causes such diversity? Missouri caveologist
Lester B. Dill put it best, referring to Meramec Caverns:
"Due to the different thickness of the ceiling over each
floor causes the greatest variation of formations and
color known in any cave." Indeed, caveology's greatest
contribution to science is in the understanding of spelethons. The growth of stalactites is succinctly explained
in the words of one caveologist: "One can see that they
are a calcium carbonate and many a pure calcite formation, which all began billions of years ago and are
still very active". The very rare rimstone dam, on the
other hand, remains enigmatic; in an example from
Bluff Dweller's Cave, Missouri, "both ceiling and floor
are flat, uncracked strata of limestone, therefore the rate
of growth or reason for design of the darn has not been
established." Here is a fertile field of enquiry for the
would be caveologist.
Whether visiting the "Showplace of the Sierras"
(Mercer Caverns), "Missouri's Buried Treasure" (Meramec Caverns), or "one of the most heavily patronized
national attractions" (Crystal Cave, PA), the armchair
caveologist is sure to expand her/his knowledge by
reading from the nation's store of geological gems
found, free of charge, coast to coast Cave research is
influencing the way caves are interpreted in ways almost
unimaginable (or is it unthinkable?).
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CALENDAR
GUADALUPES
Memorial Day, May 26-28. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Pat
Jablonsky 303-399-3449
Carlsbad Cavern Restoration Camp, June 18-22. Dick
Venters 505 -892-7370
Independence Day, June 30-July 1. Fort Stanton Cave.
John Corcoran 505-892-9651
Summer, Aug. 4-5. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Bill Ziegler 505262-0602
Labor Day, Sept. 1-3. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Bernie
Swkalski 714-798-5986
Fall, Oct. 15-19 . Guadalupe Mountains NP Backpack Trip.
Jerry Atkinson 915-697-3807
Thanksgiving, Nov . 22-25. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Doug &
Glenda Rhodes 505-877-1159
i'\ew Years, Dcc.29-30. Apache Mountains. Leader to be
announced.
Notify the expedition leader, the area manager (Dick Venters,
505-892-7370) , or the supplies coordinator (Bill Ziegler, 505 262 -0602) at least one week in advance.
Lechuguilla Precision Cave Survey, May 19-28, July 28Au g. 5, Scpt.1-9, Nov .17-25. Call Jim Hardy 505-345-1709
(H) or Robert Babb 503-224-8452 . Please give at leas t one
week's notice.
MISSOURI
Ma y 19 -20, June 16-17, July 21 -22, Aug . 18-19
Most trips arc based at the Ozark National Scenic Riverways .
Notify Scott House (314-287-43511) or Doug Baker (3 14-878X83J ).
FITTON CAVE
May 12, June 16, July 21, Scpt.15, Nov. 17.
Notify Gary Schaecher (501 -851-3864 W) or Pete Lindsley
(214-727-2497) at least one week in adv;mce. We are limited
to 21 people per day in the cave; additional people will be
ass igned to other caves or to surface duties.

MAMMOTH CAVE
Memorial Day, May 25-28. Stan Sides 314-335-1469
Independence Day, June 29-July 8. Tim Schafstal1 302-7312801 & Buz Grover
August 3-6. Dan Raque 502-459-9456 (H), 587-0591 (W)
Labor Day, Aug. 31-Sept. 3. Jim Borden 301-869-9141
Columbus Day, October 5-8. Bob Osburn 314-772-5813
First and last dates are arrival and departure dates . Notify the
expedition leader or Operations Manager (Mel Park, 901-2729393) two weeks in advance.
CALIFORNIA
Lilburn:
May 26-28, Cartography, sedimentology, hydrology; Dave
DesMarais 415-322-0778 & Jack Hess, 702-739-3411
July 15-18, NSS post-convention trip (not a regular
expedition); John Tinsley, 415-329-4928 (W) & Jack Hess,
702-739-3411
August 18-19, Cartography, sinkhole survey(?); Carol
Vesely and Bill Farr, 818-357-6927
September 1-3, Cartography, sedimentology, cabin
maintainance; John Tinsley 415-327-2368 & Peter Bosted (?)
October 6-8, Cartography, sedimentology, hydrology; Bill
and Peri Frantz, 415-356-8506
January 19, 1300hrs. Organizational meeting at chez Spiess;
Mike Spiess, 12215 N. Friant Road, Fresno, CA 93706 ; 209443-3321.
Lava Beds:
Memorial Day, May 26-28 . Mike Sims, 503-655-6609
Labor Day, Sept. 1-3. Mike Sims, 503-655-6609
Thanksgiving, Nov. 22-25. Janet Sowers, 415-528-6515
In addition to the scheduled expeditions, principle investigators
schedule whatever extra trips are needed. To attend one of the
above expeditions, make arrangements with the expedition
leader. For other trips, call the investigator of the project you
are interested in.
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